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Chapter 8

I ClICk, therefore I am: 
predICtIng ClICktIvIst-
lIke aCtIons on CandIdates’ 
faCebook posts durIng the 
2016 us prImary eleCtIon

marc esteve del valle, alicia Wanless-berk,  
anatoliy gruzd and philip mai

AbstrAct

Facebook “likes” are often used as a proxy of users’ attention and an affir-
mation of what is posted on Facebook (Gerodimos & Justinussen, 2015). To 
determine what factors predict “likes,” the authors analyzed Facebook posts 
made by the campaigns of Hillary Clinton, Bernie Sanders, and Donald Trump, 
the top three candidates from the 2016 US primary election. Several possible 
factors were considered, such as the types of posts, the use of pronouns and 
emotions, the inclusion of slogans and hashtags, references made to opponents, 
as well as candidate’s mentions on national television. The results of an ordi-
nary least-squared regression analysis showed that the use of highly charged 
(positive or negative) emotions and personalized posts (first-person singu-
lar pronouns) increased “likes” across all three candidates’ Facebook pages, 
whereas visual posts (posts containing either videos or photos) and the use of 
past tenses were liked more often by Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders’ fol-
lowers than by Trump’s followers. Television mentions boosted likes on Clinton 
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and Sanders’ posts but had a negative effect on Trump’s. The study contrib-
utes to the growing literature on digitally networked participation (Theocharis, 
2015) and supports the emerging notion of the new “hybrid media” system 
(Chadwick, 2013) for political communication. The study also raises ques-
tions as to the relevance of platforms such as Facebook to deliberative demo-
cratic processes since Facebook users are not necessarily engaging with the 
content in an organic way, but instead might be guided to specific content by 
the Facebook timeline algorithm and targeted ads.

Keywords: facebook; political engagement; clicktivism; us primaries; 
social media

INtroductIoN
social media’s short existence has been marked by a turbulent reputation in poli-
tics. from the outset social media was viewed as a possible channel for engaging 
people in politics (utz, 2009). social media was quickly adopted by civil soci-
ety activists to organize and coordinate protests, positioning it as a possible tool 
for democratization (abul-fottouh, 2018; eltantawy & Wiest, 2011; gruzd &  
o’bright, 2017; gruzd & tsyganova, 2015; White et al., 2015). the potential 
did not escape the notice of politicians and their supporters, who adopted social 
media to engage voters during elections (esteve del valle, 2015a ; gruzd & roy, 
2014; pilkington & michel, 2012). the 2016 us presidential election might well 
be viewed as a turning point for the role of social media in elections, given the 
revelations around the use of facebook by strategic communication firms like 
Cambridge analytica (osborne & parkinson, 2018). for politicians, social media 
is another channel to reach and sway the voting masses, increasingly using com-
munication strategies that blur the line between persuasion and manipulation 
(Wanless & berk, 2017). for the electorate, engaging with politicians via social 
media presents a form of online political participation (Ceron & Curini, 2018; 
esteve del valle & borge bravo, 2017; halupka, 2014; lilleker et al., 2017). 
public participation, in the form of deliberation free from coercion (dryzek, 
2000) remains a strong component of functioning democracies (Zuñiga et al., 
2012). understanding how voters are engaging online with political messaging, 
and which social media platforms are enabling possible manipulation of popular 
opinion are particularly important in the lead-up to an election.

one of the most basic forms of voter online engagement is a phenomenon 
coined as “clicktivism,” which refers to the online action that one can perform to 
express their support toward a cause or a candidate by clicking a “like” button 
or retransmitting a message. although it is still widely debated whether “clicktiv-
ism” is a legitimate form of political engagement (halupka, 2014, 2018), knowing 
what the masses liked or shared online creates an opportunity for social media 
researchers, pollsters, political strategists, and mainstream media to learn what 
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issues resonate with the public (rossini et al., 2017) and what are the most effec-
tive ways to engage one’s supporters. the tracking of what people do online is 
providing a wealth of data that can then be used to target audiences with highly 
personalized messaging.

broadly speaking, online behavioral advertising tracks user activity across 
the Internet to build individual profiles for the purpose of marketing (boerman, 
kruikemeier, & Zuiderveen borgesius, 2017). facebook has proven to be particu-
larly useful in computationally modelling user profiles, with one algorithm being 
able to understand a person better than one’s own family after analyzing just 150 
likes made by that user on the social networking platform (youyou, kosinski, &  
stillwell, 2015). such data can be combined with techniques in another field, 
behavioral economics, that aims to understand the emotional, cognitive, and psy-
chological factors underlying human decision making (thaler, 2016). political 
candidates and their communication staff  can also use such information and 
techniques to refine their social media strategies in highly targeted and persuasive 
ways (kreiss & mcgregor, 2018).

Indeed, in support of  their bids for the us presidency, candidates trump, 
Cruz, and Carson all engaged Cambridge analytica (vazquez & murphy, 2018), 
a firm purporting to offer services such as behavioral advertising by applying 
behavioral economics to political messaging (nix, 2016). although data analyt-
ics were also widely used during the 2012 presidential elections (bimber, 2014), 
Cambridge analytica reportedly took tactics to the next level by employing 
these techniques to refine their social media strategies and psychologically tar-
get the electorate (grassegger & krogerus, 2018). at the time of  writing this 
chapter, details continue to emerge on how Cambridge analytica acquired and 
used facebook data on 50 million user profiles to influence voters during the 
2016 us presidential election (Cadwalladr & graham-harrison, 2018). the 
effectiveness of  such an approach is still being questioned (allen & abbruzzese, 
2018), which makes deepening our understandings of  voter engagement online 
so imperative.

We use the 2016 us primary election as a case to investigate the continuously 
evolving form of networked political participation (theocharis, 2015) empiri-
cally. primaries are distinct from general elections, since they are “intraparty, 
multiple and serial” elections (kendall, 1998, p. 2). In a primary election, candi-
dates must appeal to multiple audiences (such as party leaders, elected officials, 
and public supporters) simultaneously. because of this need to satisfy multiple 
stakeholders with competing interests and to get an edge on the competition, pri-
mary candidates are more likely to adopt novel campaign methods, and use new, 
often untested, technology to reach their supporters and raise money. historical 
examples of the use of Information and Communication technologies (ICts) in 
the context of american primaries can be found in roosevelt and taft’s use of the 
telegraph during the 1912 primary which enabled them to track their opponents 
and respond to their attacks faster than ever before (Corcoran & kendall, 1992). 
similarly, eisenhower’s use of television advertisements to increase public visibil-
ity during the 1952 presidential primaries helped him increase his advantage over 
other candidates (barkin, 1986).
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this research analyzes a popular ICt of our time – facebook, and specifi-
cally facebook posts made by the us primary candidates hillary Clinton, bernie 
sanders, and donald trump from february 1, 2016 to July 28, 2016. We ask 
what, in a “hybrid media system” (Chadwick, 2013), causes some posts made 
by a political campaign to gain higher rates of “likes” (a proxy for “clicktivist” 
engagement). to explain the variability of the number of likes in the candidates’ 
facebook posts, we examine a number of predictors related to the content of  
the posts and the hybridity of the media system in which the primary elections 
took place.

We specifically excluded candidates who participated in the primaries but 
dropped out early from the race. only those candidates whose campaign lasted 
until their respective national conventions (hillary Clinton, bernie sanders, and 
donald trump), that is, the natural end of the primary campaign cycle, were 
included. We made this decision to ensure consistency and uniformity in our data 
set and the subsequent analyses. this decision gave us an opportunity to explore 
data for a slightly longer period. It also gave us a chance to see how candidates’ 
facebook posting behaviors might have changed as the race tightened and how 
their followers interacted with the campaign’s facebook posts over the length of 
the primary contest.

bAcKgrouNd
Clicktivism and Political Participation

political participation refers to behavior aiming to influence government action 
and policy making (verba, schlozman, & brady, 1995). the popularity of social 
media has created new possibilities for political engagement. Indeed, facebook 
users who posted supportive and positive messages to a political candidate’s wall 
during the 2006 us midterm election were found to perceive themselves as friends 
of that politician (sweetser & lariscy, 2008), suggesting many users might see 
facebook interactions as a form of political participation.

facebook users can also like and share candidate posts, which may be broadly 
described as a “parasocial” interaction, when a social media user interacts 
with others online “as if  they are present and engaged in a reciprocal relation-
ship” (labrecque, 2014, p. 135). such light-weight interactions can be used to 
understand individuals’ preferences toward a campaign as well as their level of 
engagement with campaign’s posts (larsson, 2014, 2015). the assumption is that  
“the number of likes implies exposure, attention, and some sort of affirmation,  
ratification, or endorsement of what is posted” (gerodimos & Justinussen,  
2015, p. 117).

In the context of  political communication, parasocial interactions contribute 
to a widely debated phenomenon called “clicktivism” (halupka, 2018; karpf, 
2010; lim, 2013). some scholars see clicktivism as a lazy alternative to politi-
cal engagement (mozorov, 2009). pavia (2011) and skoric (2012) highlight the 
ineffectiveness of  clicktivism and draw a clear line between traditional forms of 
political participation and new forms of  online engagement. White (2010) uses 
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the term to criticize what they consider an inferior form of  political participa-
tion, and lee and hsieh’s (2013) ideas of  clicktivism focus on the exercise by 
individuals of  moral justification rather than considering the action a form of 
political participation.

on the other hand, halupka (2014, 2018) argues that technology is facilitating 
the emergence of new forms of online political participation such as clicktivist-
like actions. though these new forms of participation do not require as much 
effort as those of the traditional political participation, they still are political 
acts, and as such they should be considered a form of political participation. 
for example, esteve del valle (2015b) and borge and esteve del valle (2017) 
used clicktivist-like actions as a proxy to study how political parties in Catalonia 
engage with their followers on facebook.

Facebook in a Hybrid Media System

facebook was chosen for this study as it represented the biggest proportion of 
americans on a social networking site with 79% of Internet users (68% of all us 
adults) using facebook in 2016 (pew research Center, 2016). In addition, the us 
presidential elections topped the list of most talked about topics on facebook 
(both globally and in america) (facebook, 2015). While social media content 
is not widely viewed as credible by politically interested consumers of it (Ceron, 
2015; Johnson, 2014), news shared by well-known trusted opinion leaders on 
facebook has been found to influence audience perceptions (turcotte, york, 
Irving, scholl, & pingree, 2015). likewise, political journalists have equated 
social media content with public opinion (anstead, 2014).

our analysis of facebook will be conducted through the lens of the hybrid 
media analytical approach (Chadwick, 2013, p. 23). In a contemporary hybrid 
media system, the Internet and social media are continuously interacting with 
and being influenced by mass media such as television or newspapers and vice 
versa. In particular, 

the boundaries between older and newer media are always porous, as the disruptions caused by 
the emergence of newer media are gradually working their way through the institutions of the 
previously dominant print and broadcast media system. (Chadwick, 2013, p. 22) 

following this perspective, in addition to examining types and linguistic prop-
erties of political messages on facebook, we will also use instances of the audi-
ences’ exposure to news about the candidates on television as a potential predictor 
of the clicktivist-like behavior of the candidates’ facebook followers.

The Many Ways to Analyze Political Facebook Content

there are many ways to analyze facebook posts. this study considers several pos-
sible variables drawing from existing social media and communications research. 
the first focuses on the types of posts made to facebook, which have been 
found to affect engagement rates. posting videos and photos to facebook has 
been found to increase engagement rates for a variety of organizations including 
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political parties (borge & esteve del valle, 2017) as well as academic institu-
tions (valerio, José herrera-murillo, villanueva-puente, herrera-murillo, &  
rodríguez-martínez, 2015). given these findings, this study analyzed some of 
the most common facebook post types including image, video, link, and status 
update.

a second stream of research has focused on the linguistics characteristics of 
the posts as a way to influence user response (ahmadian, azarshahi, & delroy, 
2017; Jordan & pennebaker, 2017). persuasive language has been found to influ-
ence the number of likes and comments a facebook page received in past cam-
paigns, such as in the 2012 us presidential election (bronstein, 2013). a linguistic 
analysis of obama’s facebook page during the 2012 campaign revealed that 
posts representing ethos (credibility) and pathos (emotion) enjoyed higher rates 
of engagement, including likes, shares, and comments, than posts without such 
content (gerodimos & Justinussen, 2015).

a candidate’s use of pronouns can denote the speaker’s attitude, social status, 
gender, and intent (Wilson, 1990). the use of the first-person plural pronoun 
“we” has also been found to create a sense of group identity, but it also posi-
tions the speaker as part of a distinct set of people apart from that of another 
(helmbrecht, 2002). the manipulation of personal pronouns is a subtler approach 
to persuasion, having a more subliminal effect on target audiences (lakoff, 1992). 
the flexible use of pronouns enables politicians to subtly position themselves dif-
ferently depending on the situation. for example, a study of state of the union 
speeches by george W. bush and barack obama revealed that the use of “I” 
positioned the speaker as an individual, “you” could be intended generically or to 
speak to the audience, “we” invoked collectiveness or shared responsibility, and 
“they” distanced the speaker from another group of people (håkansson, 2012). 
building on previous research in this area, this study considers the use of posi-
tive and negative emotions, the past and future grammatical tenses, as well as the 
use of personal pronouns, to determine whether any of these variables influence 
engagement rates.

last, we also considered the use of campaign slogans and hashtags. In polit-
ical campaigns, slogans are viewed as an important tool to help connect with 
an audience and frame the way a candidate is discussed (e.g., “make america 
great again”). a slogan can “be a phrase, a short sentence, a headline, a dic-
tum, which intentionally or unintentionally, amounts to an appeal to the person 
who is exposed to it to buy some article, to revive or strengthen an already well-
established stereotype, to accept a new idea, or to undertake some action” (sherif, 
1937, p. 450). more than just a simple statement, slogans are the embodiment 
of a political platform resonating with the target audience’s culture and needs 
(Cwalina & falkowski, 2013). according to sherif  (1937), slogans also “imply 
a value judgment” (p. 450) and are used to “arouse people to high patriotic, [or] 
religious ardor” (p. 451), while also luring in those who do not dig too deeply into 
campaign platforms. given the weight assigned to slogans in political campaigns, 
this study considered the role of such phrases in social media engagement, in part 
to ascertain if  such communication techniques transcend from offline to online 
platforms.
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Initially a user-driven convention on twitter (Chadwick, 2010; messina, 2007), 
facebook adopted hashtagging in 2013 (facebook, 2013). hashtagging helps 
organize massive amounts of information around key topics, identified by the 
addition of a “hash” symbol (#) in front of a term. Increasingly, political hashtags 
are used to cover political events, such as #iranelection which was the top trend-
ing news event on twitter in 2009 (Chowdhury, 2009), and more recently the use 
of trending hashtags by the “remain” and “leave” campaigns during the uk 
brexit referendum (grčar, Cherepnalkoski, mozetič, & novak, 2017; khatua &  
khatua, 2016). during the 2016 us primary electoral contest, political slogans 
were also turned into hashtags by all three candidates analyzed, thus this form of 
campaign messaging was also included as a variable to be examined in this study.

as shown in the next sections, the explanatory power of our regression models 
(adjusted R-squared values) is relatively low for all three candidates; however, 
the models show that several factors such as the use of first-person singular pro-
nouns, emotionally charged words (either positive or negative), and television 
mentions are significant predictors in explaining users’ clicktivism behaviour on 
facebook pages of all three candidates.

dAtA coLLEctIoN
We collected all posts made by the three candidates (hillary Clinton, bernie 
sanders, and donald trump) to their respective campaign’s facebook pages 
between february 1, 2016 and July 28, 2016. the period was chosen as it repre-
sents the primary election campaigning period, from the Iowa caucus (february 
1, 2016) to both the republican (July 18–21, 2016) and democratic (July 25–28, 
2016) national Conventions. We chose to analyze data from these three candi-
dates for these periods because unlike other candidates in the race, they stayed in 
the primary electoral contest till the very end. this longer period provided our 
study with additional data and helped to increase the reliability of the research. 
this also gave us the opportunity to study possible changes, if  any, to the interac-
tions and engagements between these candidates and their facebook followers 
throughout the different stages of the primary electoral contest.

the posts were collected using netlytic, a cloud-based platform designed for 
collection and analysis of publicly available social media posts (gruzd, 2016). the 
data sets were collected by querying facebook’s public application programming 
Interface (apI) on an hourly basis during the primary period. at the end, we col-
lected three different data sets, one for each candidate, containing a total of 3,702 
public posts. during the period of data collection, hillary Clinton’s political cam-
paign made a total of 1,415 posts (~38%), bernie sanders’ political campaign made 
894 posts (~24%), and donald trump’s political campaign made 1,393 posts (~37%).

to provide additional context, page level statistics were collected manually 
on a weekly basis from each of the three candidate’s campaign facebook pages, 
including rates of “people talking about this page,” “total page likes,” and 
“new page likes.” facebook defines “likes” as the number of users who liked a 
page, whereas “people talking about” measures the number of users who created 
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a story about that page, including posting on the page wall, engaging with posts, 
mentioning that page, writing a recommendation, or confirming to attend an 
event posted by that page (darwell, 2012).

MEtHods
the three candidates’ data sets containing facebook campaign posts and corre-
sponding follower likes were exported and analyzed using the linguistic Inquiry 
and Word Count program or lIWC (pennebaker, boyd, Jordan, & blackburn, 
2015). for each post, lIWC measures the prevalence of various psychologically 
meaningful categories of words based on its empirically grounded dictionaries 
(tausczik & pennebaker, 2010). the data sets were then uploaded and processed 
using the statistical package for the social science (spss) software. ordinary 
least-squared (ols) regression analyses were employed to ascertain the factors 
that might help to explain post engagement (i.e., the number of likes) by each can-
didate’s facebook page visitors. table 1 shows the independent variables included 
in the models.

as shown in table 1, the types of post characteristics analyzed in this study 
can be broken into two broad groups: content-based and non-content-based. 
for the purposes of this study, we measured the following content-based dimen-
sions available in lIWC: Personalization – measured by the frequency counts 
of the posts containing the first-person singular pronouns (e.g., I, me, mine); 
Cohesiveness – measured by the frequency counts of posts containing the first-
person plural pronouns (e.g., we, us, our); Temporal outlook – measured by the 
frequency counts of posts containing words related to either the past (one of 
341 words such as ago, did, talked) or future (one of 97 words such as may, will, 
and soon), both analyzed separately; Emotional tone – measured by the frequency 
counts of posts containing words expressing either positive emotions (one of 620 
words such as love, nice, and sweet) or negative emotions (one of 744 words such 
as hurt, ugly, nasty).

Table 1. dimensions and Independent variables.

dimensions Content-based Independent 
variables

non-Content-based Independent 
variables

personalization firstpersonsingularpronouns
(I, me, mine, my)

 

Cohesiveness firstpersonpluralpronouns
(We, our, us)

 

temporal outlook past; future  
emotional tone positive; negative  
Campaign slogan hashtags hillarycampaignhashtag

berniecampaignhashtag
trumpcampaignhashtag

 

opponent candidate bernie; hillary; donald trump  
post type   status update, link, photo, or video
media coverage   mentions of candidates on tv
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In addition to the four linguistic dimensions available in lIWC by default, we 
added a custom dimension to count the frequency of posts containing campaign 
slogan hashtags: #ImWithher for hillary Clinton’s campaign; #feelthebern 
and #notmeus for bernie sanders’ campaign; #makeamericagreatagain and 
#Cantstumpthetrump for donald trump’s campaign. although other hashtags 
were also used by the candidates; we only included the most popular ones based 
on the frequency of occurrence.

the final content-based dimension included any mentions of  political oppo-
nents. a custom dictionary was created in lIWC to detect and count posts 
containing the first name mentions of hillary, bernie, and donald across the 
candidates’ posts. for the case of donald, we decided to include both, “donald” 
and “trump” because an exploratory analysis suggested that more references to 
the candidate included his surname (n = 2,658) than his first name (n = 2,156).

the two non-content-based dimensions were Post Type, a nominal variable to 
differentiate between one of the four possible types (1 – link, 2 – status, 3 – photo, 
4 – video), and Media coverage, a numerical variable representing the number of 
times each candidate was mentioned on al Jazeera america, bloomberg, CnbC, 
Cnn, Comedy Central, foX business, foX news, linktv, or msnbC. the lat-
ter variable was created based on publicly available data provided by the gdelt 
project (gdelt, 2016).

finally, we used the total number of likes per post as our dependent variable 
to represent users’ engagement with campaign posts. as expected, the Q–Q plots 
showed that for the three candidates the distribution of the variable “likes per 
post” was positively skewed, meaning a few posts received most of the atten-
tion (likes), which is a relatively common finding (hogan, 2011). the skewness 
(Clinton = 5.19; sanders = 3.16; trump = 3.74) and kurtosis (Clinton = 41.36; 
sanders = 13.55; trump = 29.80) values corroborated the non-normal distribu-
tion of this variable. hence, the dependent variable (“likes per post”) was trans-
formed into normal variables by performing logarithmic transformations.

rEsuLts
While the adjusted R-squared values, representing the explanatory power of the 
regression models, for the three candidates were low (0.093 for hillary Clinton; 
0.129 for bernie sanders; and 0.029 for donald trump, respectively), several sta-
tistically significant predictors indicate that some factors can predict variability 
in post engagement as measured by the number of likes. the use of first-per-
son singular pronouns and emotions (either positive or negative) were found to 
increase post likes across all three candidates’ facebook pages. television men-
tions boosted likes on Clinton and sanders’ posts, whereas such media coverage 
had a negative effect on trump’s. the results of the regression models for the 
three candidates can be found in table 2.

the following two predictors are consistently significant across all three data 
sets: personalization and emotional tone. specifically, the use of the first-person 
singular pronouns (such as I, me, mine) significantly predicts the number of likes 
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across all three candidate models (Clinton: β = 0.098; sanders: β = 0.101; trump: 
β = 0.087). the results also show that the use of positive emotions (Clinton: β = 0.149; 
sanders: β = 0.173; trump: β = 0.155) and negative emotions (Clinton:  
β = 0.059; sanders: β = 0.095; trump: β = 0.082) are associated with an increased 
number of likes on posts by all three candidates.

the next three predictors (past tense, post type, and media Coverage) are 
also significant but not in all three data sets. In regard to using past tense, while 
in the case of  hillary Clinton and bernie sanders (Clinton: β = 0.083; sanders:  
β = 0.073) campaign posts using the past tense are positively associated with 
a high number of  likes, for donald trump there is no significant associa-
tion. as for the post type dimension, visual posts (photos or videos) are sig-
nificantly positively associated with the number of  likes for the campaign’s 
facebook posts of  hillary Clinton and bernie sanders (Clinton: β = 0.168; 
sanders: β = 0.149), but not for those of  donald trump’s. and when using 
the media coverage variable to predict the number of  likes, hillary Clinton 
and bernie sanders’ mentions in national media are positively associated 
with the number of  likes on their campaign posts (hillary: β = 0.104; bernie:  
β = 0.163), but donald trump’s mentions on national tv channels are nega-
tively associated with the number of  likes on his campaign’s posts (donald 
trump: β = 0.062).

When analyzing our results, we also uncover the most influential predictors for 
each candidate. In the case of hillary Clinton, the most influential predictors are 
post type (β = 0.168) and positive emotion (β = 0.149). for bernie sanders, the 
most influential predictors are positive emotion (β = 0.173) and media Coverage 
(β = 0.163). for donald trump’s campaign posts, the use of positive emotions 
(β = 0.155) and the use of first-person pronouns (personalization: β = 0.087) 
are the most influential predictors in explaining the clicktivist-like actions of his 

Table 2. results of ols multiple regression.

  hillary Clinton bernie sanders donald trump

personalization 0.098 (0.001)* 0.101 (0.006)* 0.087 (0.003)*
Cohesiveness 0.050 (0.003) –0.017 (0.004) 0.013 (0.003)
positive emotion 0.149 (0.002)** 0.173 (0.003)** 0.155 (0.001)**
negative emotion 0.059 (0.004)* 0.095 (0.005)* 0.082 (0.003)*
past 0.083 (0.003)* 0.073 (0.006)* 0.029 (0.003)
future 0.001 (0.006) 0.009 (0.006) 0.023 (0.003)
Campaign slogan hashtags 0.016 (0.024) 0.057 (0.025) 0.044 (0.004)
opponent mention: hillary   0.033 (0.023) –0.006 (0.004)
opponent mention: bernie 0.031 (0.023)   0.030 (0.007)
opponent mention: trump 0.015 (0.005) 0.127 (0.012)**  
post type 0.168 (0.000)** 0.149 (0.000)** 0.012 (0.010)
media coverage 0.104 (0.010)** 0.163 (0.000)** –0.062 (0.000)*
Constant 3,698 (0.38)** 3,861 (0.43)** 4,688 (0.39)**
adjusted R2 0.093 0.129 0.029
N 1,415 894 1,393

Note: this shows the standardized coefficients (beta) and the standard errors (parentheses).
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.001.
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facebook followers. the next section will provide further interpretation and con-
text for these striking results.

dIscussIoN
trump’s campaign stood out from the two democratic party candidates in sev-
eral ways. of the three data sets analyzed, the trump campaign was nearly devoid 
of significant predictors as to why posts on his page enjoyed engagement from 
followers – and yet, trump was the only candidate to have posts that garnered 
more than 240,000 likes from facebook users. on average, trump’s campaign 
facebook posts garnered (72,147 likes), two and half  times more than sanders’ 
(28,563 likes), and nearly four times more than Clinton’s (18,703 likes).

trump could be enjoying more likes on his campaign facebook posts simply 
because he is a celebrity. past research has shown that having more friends on 
facebook increases audience perceptions of social and physical attractiveness, 
as well as extroversion and approachability (scott, 2014). this could possibly 
encourage more people to like trump’s page and posts. thus, engagement on 
facebook pages might just be a numbers game, enshrining a “rich-gets-richer” 
system where only the most followed get noticed.

another possible explanation of trump’s ability to garner more likes might 
be the campaign’s strategy to de-professionalize the electoral campaign. previous 
research in other countries (Casero-ripollés & lópez-rabadán, 2016; enli, 2017) 
shows how political amateurs’ use of simple messaging tactics on social media 
was effective in spreading their candidates’ political messages.

this study shows that the use of emotions (either positive or negative) was one 
of the main predictors of the number of likes on the candidates’ facebook posts. 
this corroborates the results obtained by gerodimos and Justinussen (2015), 
which showed a positive correlation between the use of emotions and the number 
of likes on facebook. personalized posts (first-person singular pronouns) were 
also found to be positively associated with the clicktivist-like behavior of the can-
didates’ facebook followers. this is in line with previous findings of pre-social 
media research on political engagement (lakoff, 1992).

one of the most interesting results from our research is the association between 
the candidates’ mentions on us television channels and the clicktivist-like behav-
ior of their facebook followers. the observed association provides empirical evi-
dence of a functioning “hybrid media system” (Chadwick, 2013).

however, some factors that we expected to be associated with the clicktivist-
like behavior ended up not being statistically significant or being significant only 
for some of the candidates. for example, we expected to find a positive association 
between the use of the first-person plural pronouns (Cohesiveness Dimension), but 
our models did not show it. the case for the mentions of opponents shows simi-
lar results, since we only found an association between the mentions of donald 
trump by bernie sanders and the number of likes on candidates’ facebook pages. 
given how important slogans are to campaigns (Cwalina & falkowski, 2013; 
sherif, 1937), it was also surprising how poorly they performed as a predictor 
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of likes on posts. this finding raises questions as to the relevance of slogans in 
modern campaigning on facebook and warrants further research.

furthermore, our data showed that visual posts (containing photos or vid-
eos) were positively associated with the number of likes for the Clinton and 
sanders’ campaign posts, but not for those of trump’s. this is a puzzling find-
ing. Considering previous research (borge & esteve del valle, 2017; esteve del 
valle, 2015b), we would expect that people would be more likely to engage with 
visual posts than with text-only posts. If  that was the case, then we would gener-
ally expect the post containing visuals would also predict the number of likes for 
trump’s posts as well. to understand this result, we broke down each of the three 
candidates facebook postings by post types – video, photo, status update, or link 
(fig. 1). the trump campaign postings were more evenly distributed between the 
four post types, whereas both the Clinton and sanders’ campaigns posted very 
few status updates, in favor of more photo, video, and link posts. thus, if  it is 
true that only the most dedicated supporters are engaging with trump’s posts, it 
is possible that for trump’s campaign, post types would have no predictive value 
if  posts are liked regardless of whether they contain any media or are text-only. 
future research is needed to confirm this supposition.

last, we expected to find an association between the use of past and future 
tenses, but we only found the use of past tenses to be positively associated with 
the clicktivist-like behavior of hillary Clinton and bernie sanders’ facebook fol-
lowers, but not for those of trump’s, likely because trump had no political past 
to talk about, and/or to be “liked” by his followers.

the limited explanatory power of our regression models brought us to reflect 
on the role that the facebook timeline algorithm might have played in curating 
what candidates’ posts facebook users actually saw and when. despite having 
liked a candidate’s page, facebook controls what content posted by a campaign 
will appear in a follower’s timeline or feed. facebook uses an algorithm to curate 
content for subscribers based on what the social networking giant thinks a user 
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Fig. 1. different types of Candidates’ facebook posts.
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will want to see (facebook, 2014). Changes to the facebook timeline algorithm 
have been a point of contention for those working in the communications indus-
try. as some industry research estimates, the percentage of followers seeing page 
content in their feeds had dropped from 16% in 2012 to just 6% in 2014 after yet 
another series of changes to the facebook timeline algorithm (manson, 2014). 
this means that a very small percentage of followers of a candidate’s facebook 
page will be exposed to campaign content in their feeds, which can partly explain 
such low rates of post engagement. given how the facebook news feed algorithm 
works based on user’s past viewing and engagement history, it is possible that 
only those most dedicated followers of campaign’s page are seeing all of the con-
tent posted by the candidate’s page they support. this limitation, of only showing 
“relevant” content, as determined by facebook’s algorithm to the most ardent 
and dedicated amongst one’s facebook followers, could skew any predictive mod-
els, as the followers are not necessarily engaging with the content in an organic, 
democratic way, but instead might be guided to specific content by the facebook 
timeline algorithm. such restrictions raise questions as to the relevance of social 
media platforms such as facebook to modern political processes in democratic 
societies. If  the social networking giant decides what sort of content a user wants 
to see, this can influence user perspectives (epstein & robertson, 2015) and places 
considerable power in the hands of facebook, a private actor, to sway elections. 
such content curation are likely examples of what miller (2017) refers to as the 
rise of “phatic communion” in social media that may limit the potential of social 
media to support and foster social change.

despite these challenges, the role of emotions remains a key driver in engage-
ment, with positive and negative emotions increasing likes on posts by all three 
campaigns. likewise, the traditional media (e.g., television coverage) exerts influ-
ence over social media engagement, having a positive impact on both the sanders 
and Clinton campaigns, and a negative effect on trump’s.

coNcLusIoN
In the age of social media, political participation can take multiple forms; with 
clicktivism being one of them. In this study, we analyzed the clicktivist-like 
behavior of the facebook followers of hillary Clinton, bernie sanders, and 
donald trump throughout the 2016 us primary election contest. specifically, 
we wanted to know what factors could cause a post to be “liked” by the candi-
dates’ facebooks followers. We collected a total of 3,702 posts made by the three 
candidates to their respective campaign’s facebook pages between february 1, 
2016 and July 28, 2016, and employed the ols regression analysis to discover 
the factors explaining post engagement (i.e., the number of likes) by candidate’s 
facebook followers using content-based factors (e.g., use of pronouns, emotions 
and hashtags) and non-content-based factors (type of post and media coverage) 
as predictors of the likes on the politicians’ posts.

We discovered that the personalization of the posts (use of the first-person 
singular pronouns) and the use of emotions (either positive or negative) increased 
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likes across all three candidates’ facebook pages. visual posts were also found to 
increase the number of likes for hillary Clinton and bernie sanders, but not for 
donald trump. along the same lines, the use of the past tense in posts was found 
to be positively associated with the clicktivist-like behavior of hillary Clinton 
and bernie sanders facebook followers, but not for those of donald trump.

our data provides empirical evidence of a functioning “hybrid-media system” 
(Chadwick, 2013), such that television mentions boosted likes on Clinton and 
sanders’ posts, whereas such media coverage had a negative effect on trump’s.

In sum, predicting what sort of facebook posts engage followers remains elu-
sive. this might partly be explained by the limitations imposed by the facebook 
timeline algorithm, which aims to only put algorithmically curated content (i.e., 
content automatically selected and displayed to users by a computer program 
based on a variety of social signals), into the newsfeeds of those users who would 
likely be interested in such content (berman & katona, 2016). such limitations 
could cause a sort of flat-lining effect, whereby those highly engaged users ‘like’ 
every post to show support with little variance. such restrictions on content deliv-
ery also raise questions around the relevance of platforms such as facebook as a 
gage for political participation.
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